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 - **\* Keep your original data unmodified during and after the . ** The provided *example\_distributed\_results.json* file
includes a few copies of your original data that can be used to reproduce the experiments in the paper. The package also

generates a README file that summarizes the details of each experiment, including its set-up and execution. The . package also
provides a README.md file that you can share with other researchers. The program produces a .pdf file that will be published

on the *F1000Research* platform once the paper is accepted.  The paper will also be included in the *PlantSEED* platform
once it is accepted. The . package includes files and scripts needed for performing reproducible research, making it easy to

share your results with other researchers. Data Availability {#data-availability.unnumbered} ================= The data
used in this manuscript will be uploaded to the PlantSEED platform as well as the Plant Systems Biology Repository once the

paper is accepted. We expect to get accepted by the PlantSEED editor in one month. After acceptance, we will update
the *PlantSEED* platform with your data. Version {#version.unnumbered} ======= The current version of . is available on
the *GitHub* repository at * .  This version includes the following features. - **\* Generate, edit and preview results in the
*PlantSEED* platform** - **\* Identify and choose the best quality sample in the *PlantSEED* platform** - **\* Access

control for high-quality samples** - **\* Specify more than one . input file for processing and generate more than one . output
file** - **\* Specify the . output location and delete the . output files after processing** - **\* Specify a custom . output

location** - **\* Insert the .  82157476af
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